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T H R E E

Jamieson and the Nineteenth Century

!"!#$ %&$$'&

Frae Jamison’s muckle buik the words tak wing.
        Douglas Young (

At the start of the nineteenth century, a prospectus appeared for a new 
dictionary of the Scots language which would mark a watershed in Sco)ish 

lexicography. Compiled over twenty years by the Reverend Dr John Jamieson, 
the Etymological Dictionary of the Sco!ish Language was eventually published 
in two quarto volumes in (*+*. ,e -rst complete dictionary of Scots, it was 
enormously in.uential on future lexicographers. A century later, George Watson 
acknowledged that Jamieson had ‘laid the foundation of Sco)ish lexicography, 
and has been the basis of nearly all succeeding Dictionaries dealing with our 
language’./ ,e story of Scots-language lexicography in the nineteenth century 
is essentially the story of Jamieson’s Dictionary. It began the century, was devel-
oped throughout it, and was still dominant by the end, having been revised 
and reissued in various forms a0er Jamieson’s death. Even smaller, less schol-
arly dictionaries that appeared later in the century drew much, if not all, of their 
content from Jamieson.1 

Jamieson was not the -rst to project a complete dictionary of Scots, although 
he was the -rst to see the idea through to publication. ,e previous century had 
seen a number of abortive a)empts to compile a dictionary which would cover 
more than the existing literary glossaries. James Boswell conceived the idea of 
writing a Scots dictionary while studying in Utrecht in his twenties, and began to 
record the distinctive Scots words and usages which he knew were being eroded. 
‘,e Sco)ish language is being lost every day,’ he wrote, ‘and in a short time will 
become quite unintelligible. .  .  . To me, who have the true patriotic soul of an old 
Scotsman, that would seem a pity. It is for that reason that I have undertaken to 
make a dictionary of our tongue, through which one will always have the means 
of learning it like any other dead language.’2

Although he never completed his scheme, enough of a manuscript survives 
to show that, had he completed it, Boswell’s dictionary would have been a 
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remarkable work. Even as it stands (with notes on around #$$ words and 
phrases), it is a valuable record of eighteenth-century Scots, and includes the 
%rst recorded instances of words such as bubbly-jock and chuckie-stanes.& Later 
in the century, Boswell’s friend and mentor, Lord Hailes, printed and circulated 
a dra' specimen of a Scots dictionary, but he also abandoned the work before 
it progressed very far.! By the turn of the century, when Jamieson printed his 
prospectus, he was one of a number of antiquarians and literary scholars who 
had begun to compile a dictionary of Scots. Both John Pinkerton and James 
Sibbald had announced their plans for a Scots dictionary in their editions of 
early Scots poetry (for Sibbald, see Chapter () and George Chalmers also began 
his own dictionary project. One potential rival to Jamieson did reach publica-
tion, but only in part. In "#$), an Edinburgh surgeon, Robert Allan, published 
the %rst part of a projected dictionary based on his father’s collection of Scots 
words, but no further parts appeared, possibly because the publication of Jamie-
son’s Dictionary in "#$# made it no longer viable.* +ere were also plans furth 
of Scotland. +e Rev. Jonathan Boucher from Epsom planned an ‘archaeolog-
ical and provincial’ dictionary which would supplement Johnson by covering 
obsolete and dialect words which Johnson had omi,ed – including a sizeable 
amount of both Older and Modern Scots, which Boucher (in striking contrast to 
Jamieson) planned to treat as a dialect of English.# Jamieson at one point consid-
ered selling his materials to Boucher and abandoning his own work, but he was 
persuaded against this by his friends. Instead, the two projects became rivals and 
it was the publication of Boucher’s prospectus in "#$( that spurred Jamieson into 
publishing his own dictionary proposal later the same year. 

Jamieson and his Dictionary
Born in Glasgow in "*&-, John Jamieson grew up in a family with strong 
dissenting belief, and followed his father into the ministry of the Secession Kirk.- 
At the age of twenty, he was appointed to serve as minister to the newly estab-
lished Secession congregation in Forfar, and stayed there for the next eighteen 
years, during which time he married Charlo,e Watson, the daughter of a local 
widower, and started a family. Over the ensuing years, the Jamiesons had seven-
teen children, ten of whom survived into adulthood, although only three were to 
outlive their father. In his professional life, Jamieson was a diligent minister, only 
retiring from the Secession Kirk at the age of seventy due to his failing health. 
+roughout his life, he published a number of theological works which were 
highly regarded in his day, and for one of which he was awarded a doctorate 
by the College of New Jersey (later Princeton University)."$ Jamieson’s real 
interest and passion, however, lay in antiquarian pursuits. He was an enthusiastic 
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Portrait of John Jamieson’s by John Kay. #e engraving is dated $%&&, at a 
time when Jamieson was living in Edinburgh and compiling the Dictionary, 
and was 'rst published in Kay’s Original Portraits ($()(), vol. ", pp. )$%–"". 
Willa Muir later described this portrait of Jamieson as showing ‘a buirdly-
looking man with a rather bland, rather brosy, clean-shaven face, a tri*e 
heavy about the jowl, but with a smile lurking near the corners of the 
mouth’ (Muir ($&)() ‘Dr John Jamieson’, BBC radio script (broadcast $" 
July), Sco+ish #eatre Archive, p. ").

member (and later joint secretary) of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, and 
wrote numerous papers on Sco+ish history and antiquities. He had a particular 
passion for numismatics, and it was their mutual interest in coins which led to 
the 'rst meeting between Jamieson and Walter Sco+, in $%&,, when Sco+ was 
only twenty-three and not yet a published author. Jamieson was also a keen 
angler, as the many entries relating to 'shing terms in the Dictionary a+est; and 
published occasional works of poetry, including a poem against the slave trade 
which was praised by abolitionists in its day.$$ Besides the Dictionary, Jamieson 
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contributed to a number of major cultural publications. He wrote an article 
for the First Statistical Account, prepared extensive notes on the place-names of 
Angus for George Chalmers’s Caledonia, and wrote a Scots poem (‘#e Water 
Kelpie’) for the second edition of Walter Sco$’s Minstrelsy of the Sco!ish Border. 
It was through his antiquarian research that Jamieson developed his practice of 
tracing words (particularly place-names) to their earliest form and occurrence: 
a method which was to be the foundation of the historical approach he would 
use in the Dictionary. 

Jamieson began his Dictionary at a time of %erce debate on the origins of 
the Picts and, by extension, of the Scots language, which some believed to be 
Pictish in origin. A group of antiquarians, foremost among them John Pinkerton, 
argued that Scots was a ‘Gothic’ language which had been brought to Scotland 
by Gothic-speaking Scandinavians.&& Jamieson was intrigued by this theory, 
which seemed to posit a noble ancestry for the Scots language, in which it 
could no longer be regarded as a debased form of English. It was this belief in a 
separate, Norse origin for Scots that led Jamieson initially to seek connections 
between Scots and Scandinavian words, and between Sco$ish and Scandinavian 
customs, rather than exploring the shared history of Scots and Old English. In 
the ‘Dissertation on the Origin of the Sco$ish Language’, with which Jamieson 

#e former Secession manse in Forfar. Jamieson and his family lived here from &'() 
until &'*', during which time he began work on the Dictionary.
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prefaced the Dictionary, he elaborated his theory of the Scandinavian origins 
of the language, drawing evidence from early historical accounts and his own 
observations of place-names and Pictish archaeology. #e ‘Dissertation’ was 
largely wri$en in response to George Chalmers’ exposition of the rival theory 
(that the Picts were a Celtic people) in the %rst part of Caledonia, published the 
previous year. (Chalmers was so incensed at Jamieson’s ‘Dissertation’, which he 
took as a personal a$ack, that he broke o& relations with his former friend, and 
published a bi$er response in the second part of Caledonia two years later.)'( 

Creating the Dictionary
It has o)en been stated that Jamieson embarked on his Dictionary at the sugges-
tion of the Icelandic scholar, Grímur #orkelin, whom he met during the la$er’s 
visit to Scotland in the '*+,s. #orkelin had been commissioned by the Danish 
government to compile a list of the antiquities of Britain and Ireland, and was 
invited to stay at the house of Jamieson’s friend, the MP and agricultural reformer 
George Dempster.'" A memoir of Jamieson, published shortly a)er his death, 
gives the following account of what ensued: 

Before leaving Dunnichen #orkelin requested the Doctor to note down for 
him all the singular words used in that part of the country, no ma$er how vulgar 
he might himself consider them; and to give the received meaning of each. .  .  . 
Jamieson, to oblige the learned stranger, forthwith purchased a two-penny paper 
book, and began to write down all the remarkable or uncouth words of the district. 
From such small beginnings, made more than twenty years before any part of the 
work was published, arose his four large quarto volumes, and that revolution of 
opinion as to the origin of the Sco$ish language .  .  . which he has maintained in 
the learned Dissertations which accompany the Dictionary.'-

But although the celebrated meeting with #orkelin did take place, Jamieson 
had in fact already begun to take an interest in Scots, and to consider the origins 
of the language, before his conversation with #orkelin, having recently read 
Pinkerton’s theory of the ‘Gothic’ origin of Scots. On the day a)er their meeting, 
in October '*+*, he told #orkelin that he considered it ‘a most lucky circum-
stance that I have been in any degree honoured with your acquaintance. For 
ever since Mr Pinkerton’s last Publication came to hand, my mind has been 
anxiously engaged in revolving his System, wishing, if possible, to put it to the 
test. For if it can be proved that a great part of what is called the Broad Scotch be 
really Gothic or Icelandic, it nearly amounts to a demonstration of his theory.’'- 
#orkelin gave Jamieson a practical way to test his theory, by suggesting that 
he conduct what would now be called %eldwork, collecting examples of Angus 
Scots for comparison with Scandinavian languages. In doing so, he set Jamieson 
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on a course of research which would evolve over the next #$een years into a 
plan for the #rst complete dictionary of Scots, leading Jamieson to later dub him 
‘the parent’ of the Dictionary. But despite his early in%uence, &orkelin played a 
relatively minor role in the subsequent progress of the Dictionary, partly because 
the outbreak of war in Europe meant that it would be several years before he and 
Jamieson were once again able to correspond. 

As Jamieson’s interest in Scots grew, he expanded his research to explore 
earlier forms of the language, and began to envisage a work which would encom-
pass both Older and Modern Scots and thus show the continuity between 
the two. Although Ruddiman had included examples of modern, eighteenth-
century Scots in his glossary of '('), no one had before a*empted a dictionary 
which would encompass both periods of the language. Jamieson’s task was 
enormous, and as his compilation progressed, the Dictionary began to absorb 
an increasing amount of his time and resources. Unlike Johnson (and later in the 
century the Grimm brothers), Jamieson had no bookseller to back his scheme, 
and the Dictionary was entirely self-#nanced. Moreover, Jamieson was not a man 
of independent means, pursuing lexicography as a hobby. He was a working 
minister, with a dependent and growing young family. Where he could, he 
begged and borrowed books to supplement his own library. Fortunately, he was 
skilled at making friends, many of whom had be*er resources and connections, 
and became in e+ect patrons of the Dictionary. George Dempster, for example, 
supported Jamieson in the initial stages of his research by lending him books 
from his extensive library and providing intellectual stimulation and comrade-
ship as Jamieson was planning his work. Jamieson later described how, ‘if the 
weather was bad’, he and Dempster ‘found intellectual employment in the library, 
o$en in tracing the origin of our vernacular words in the continental languages.’'( 
In later years, Walter Sco* became another valuable supporter of Jamieson’s 
work, not only lending him books, but introducing him to potential contribu-
tors, circulating prospectuses, and publicising the forthcoming Dictionary in 
his own literary works. A$er meeting Jamieson for the #rst time, in '(,", Sco* 
memorably described their encounter in a le*er to a friend: 

I have been introduced lately to a man whose acquaintance has given me a great 
deal of pleasure and whose character I think will entertain you. He is a Dr. Jamieson 
from Forfar, a man of Le*ers an author and a poet, an admirer of  antiquities and 
a remarkably fortunate collector of coins of which he has a scarce and valuable 
selection. .  .  . He has been of late obliged to part with several of his coins in order 
to purchase Books to enable him to carry on a work upon the Sco*ish language on 
which he is at present engaged.'-
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In "#$#, Jamieson received a call from the congregation of the Secession Kirk 
in Nicolson Street in Edinburgh to be their new minister. He accepted with 
enthusiasm, regarding the position as ‘much more favourable to literary research 
and more advantageous to a rising family’."$ By this date, he and Charlo%e had 
ten children, ranging in age from a few months to &'een years, and they would 
have a further seven children a'er their move to Edinburgh. Jamieson served 
the Nicolson Street congregation until his retirement from the ministry in "()$, 
during which time he was in*uential in healing the ri' that had split the Seces-
sion Kirk into two rival synods (the Burghers and Anti-Burghers) for decades.)+ 
When they &rst moved to Edinburgh, Jamieson and his family stayed in the newly 
built Buccleuch Place, just south of the Old Town, but later (a'er publication 
of the Dictionary) they moved to larger premises at number , George Square, 
where Jamieson stayed until his death in "(-(. As Jamieson had anticipated, the 
move to Edinburgh had a signi&cant impact on his Dictionary research, in partic-
ular by giving him access to the rich resources of the Advocates’ Library, many 
of whose early books and manuscripts he read, transcribed, and quoted in the 
Dictionary (see below).

Seeking Subscribers
Having no bookseller to back his plan, Jamieson decided to publish the Dictionary 
by subscription. In "(+) he printed and circulated his prospectus (Proposals for 
Printing by Subscription, in Two Volumes, Quarto; an Etymological Dictionary of 
the Scotish Language; by John Jamieson, D.D.), which he distributed through his 
network of friends and supporters; a shortened version was also published in the 
March issue of the Edinburgh Magazine. ‘Within these few years,’ Jamieson noted 
in his prospectus, 

a taste for Scotish literature has revived both in Scotland and England. Hence the 
want of an Etymological Dictionary has been felt more than ever; and it may well 
be supposed that all who possess a genuine taste for the literary productions of 
their country, would wish to encourage a work which is necessary, not merely 
for illustrating their beauties, but in many instances even for rendering them 
intelligible. 

As well as emphasising the need for a Scots dictionary, the prospectus also 
whe%ed the appetite of potential subscribers by including &ve sample entries 
from the le%er A. .ese already showed the historical and scholarly approach 
which Jamieson would use in the published Dictionary. Although the prospectus 
con&dently claimed that the Dictionary was ‘in a state of considerable forward-
ness’, it would be a further six years before Jamieson was ready to publish his 
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work. As he was covering the costs of printing himself, Jamieson had to procure 
enough subscriptions from potential buyers to be able to recoup his costs. 
He also continued to add new information to his text, right up to the time of 
 publication. By the time the Dictionary was #nished, it included approximately 
$%,&&& entries.

Title page of the #rst edition of Jamieson’s Etymological Dictionary of the Sco!ish 
Language ($'&').
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A#er twenty years of compilation, and $#een months of production, the 
Dictionary was $nally published in two quarto volumes in February %"&". 'e 
cost of paper had risen unexpectedly in the la(er stages of production and 
Jamieson had been forced to increase the cost to his subscribers, from four to $ve 
guineas. One thousand copies of the Dictionary were printed, of which all but a 
hundred had been sold within two years of publication. Yet despite this apparent 
success, Jamieson barely recovered $nancially from the costs of the Dictionary 
project. A number of copies sent to subscribers in India were never taken up, and 
Jamieson had to pay for their costly return. He also spent several years chasing 
up tardy subscribers who had not yet paid for their copies. Family obligations 
also took their toll. Shortly a#er publication of the Dictionary, Jamieson was 
forced to use the scant pro$ts from the project to bail out one of his sons, whose 
London bookselling business had collapsed. 

Jamieson’s Methods and Sources
'e title of Jamieson’s work requires some clari$cation. Nowadays, etymological 
dictionaries deal exclusively with word origins and the links between a word 
and its relatives in other languages, or in earlier forms of the same language, 
as in Walter Skeat’s seminal Etymological Dictionary of the English Language 
(%")*–*+). Although Jamieson’s Dictionary includes lengthy speculations on the 
etymology of its headwords, it is not an etymological dictionary in the sense that 
is now understood, and is more accurately described as a historical dictionary, 
because of the importance a(ached to tracing the history and development of a 
word through the historical record. Although Jamieson’s entries are not always 
ordered in strict chronological order, and include information not normally part 
of a historical dictionary (such as spoken usage and dialect forms) his dictionary 
is nevertheless historical in method and was the $rst dictionary to take this 
approach, in either Sco(ish or English lexicography. 

Although no one had before a(empted a dictionary of this scope, there had 
been several Scots glossaries, to both Older and Modern Scots works, which 
provided Jamieson with a useful basis for some of his entries. His Dictionary 
incorporates, and o#en cites verbatim (with due acknowledgement), all the 
major Scots glossaries from the eighteenth century. Undoubtedly the most 
important of these for Jamieson was 'omas Ruddiman’s glossary of Older 
Scots, which had been appended to his %)%& edition of Gavin Douglas’ Aeneis (see 
Chapter +). Jamieson called Ruddiman’s glossary ‘the only thing that deserves 
the name’,+% and the Dictionary is full of references to, and direct quotations from, 
 Ruddiman’s text. Jamieson looked to Ruddiman to help him de$ne and illus-
trate Older Scots terms, but also (thanks to Ruddiman’s notes on contemporary 
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usage) as evidence of eighteenth-century Scots, as in the following example, 
where Ruddiman’s de#nition is labelled ‘S.B.’ for ‘Scotia Borealis’ or ‘Northern 
Scots’:

To WALLOP, W$%&', v. n. (. “To move quickly, with much agitation 
of the body or cloaths,” Rudd. S. B.

From an early stage, Jamieson had set himself to trace the earliest occurrence 
of every one of his headwords. It is for this reason that his Dictionary is seen 
as a landmark in the development of historical lexicography. Using the experi-
ence he had gained in antiquarian research, as well as his own fondness for litera-
ture, Jamieson painstakingly set about examining every source of Older Scots 
that was available to him. It is hard now to imagine the extent of this task. )e 
scholarly dictionaries of which that followed Jamieson had access to modern 
editions of key Sco*ish texts. Even Johnson, half a century before Jamieson, was 
able to use contemporary editions of literary sources such as Spenser, Milton, 
and  Shakespeare. At the end of the eighteenth century, when Jamieson began 
to compile the Dictionary, there were few reliable editions of Older Scots texts 
(Ruddiman’s edition of Douglas being a notable exception) and, wherever 
possible, Jamieson preferred to consult the original manuscripts of his early 
sources. A+er his move to Edinburgh, he was able to consult the Bannatyne 
Manuscript in the Advocates’ Library for citations from the Older Scots makars 
such as Dunbar and Henryson, and the manuscripts of Barbour’s Bruce and 
Harry’s Wallace, of which he later published his own scholarly editions, based on 
the work he had undertaken for the Dictionary.,, 

Jamieson pioneered the practice of providing full references for his illustrative 
quotations, so that his readers could judge for themselves ‘whether the sense of 
the writers referred to had been rightly understood or not’.,- Where evidence was 
available, he provided illustrative quotations for each sense of a word, drawing 
his citations from both literary and non-literary texts. For manuscripts, he even 
provided exact line references, and o+en variant readings or comparisons with 
printed editions of the texts. His entry for the Older Scots word, $../0 (‘condi-
tion, state’), for example, includes four fully referenced quotations from the 
manuscripts of Bruce and Wallace, and (in the sense shown below) also cites for 
comparison a printed edition of the la*er from the seventeenth century:

!. Warlike preparation, equipment for war. 
To Schortwode Schawe in haist thai maid thaim boun, 
Chesyt a strenth, quhar thai thar lugyng maid: 
In gud a!er a quhill thar still he baid. 
Wallace, iv. 1(2. MS. E!eir, Edit. (!23. 
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Jamieson’s selection of sources for his illustrative quotations was innovative for 
the time and contrasted sharply with the approach of Johnson, most of whose 
material was drawn from classic English authors. By contrast, Jamieson’s sources 
are remarkably diverse and his approach engagingly modern. In the Dictionary, 
quotations from the Older Scots makars, like Dunbar and Henryson, and their 
modern descendants such as Burns and Ramsay, are interspersed with quota-
tions from contemporary minor poets and examples drawn from newspapers, 
such as an advertisement from the Edinburgh Evening Courant for a lost dog, 
which Jamieson cites in his entry for #$%%&':

COLLIE, C$%%'(, s. ). *e vulgar name for the shepherd’s dog, S.; 
colley, a cur dog. A. Bor. Gl. Grose. 
“*ere was lost in Prince’s Street, on Saturday the +,th December 
last, a black and white rough coley, or shepherd’s dog.” Edin. Even. 
Courant, Jan. +". ),"-.

Unlike his rival, Jonathan Boucher, whose proposed dictionary was based purely 
on wri.en evidence, Jamieson determined to give as much weight to spoken as 
to wri.en Scots, being happy, as he put it, to base his evidence ‘on the authority 
of the nation at large’.+/ For contemporary Scots, he drew on his own know ledge 
of the language of his native Clydesdale and that of his adopted county of 
Angus. But from the outset, he was also keen to recruit local informants: the 
0rst being his Forfar landlady, who supplied him with a list of some two hundred 
words. Unsurprisingly, the best represented dialect area in the Dictionary is that 
of Angus, closely followed by Lothian, for both of which areas Jamieson was 
able to draw on his own experience and on the contributions of nearby friends 
and colleagues. *e entry for #%12'3'4&5 provides a typical example of how 
Jamieson relied equally on wri.en and unwri.en sources. Here, the 0rst sense 
is based on literary evidence from eighteenth-century sources, with Jamieson 
quoting both Robert Fergusson and Robert Forbes, and the second on his own 
knowledge of Angus dialect:

CLAMEHEWIT, C%14-2(-3'4&5, s. ). A stroke, a drubbing, S. 
  6Frae a stark Lochaber-aix 
  He gat a clamehewit 
   Fu’ sair that night. 
   Fergusson’s Poems, ii. +7. 
“*inks I, an’ I sou’d be sae gnib as middle wi’ the thing that did 
nae brak my taes, some o’ the chiels might lat a raught at me, an’ gi’ 
me a clamiheuit to snib me free comin that gate agen.” Journal from 
London, p. ,. 
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#. A misfortune, Ang. 
 Qu. claw my heved or head, scratch my head; 
 an ironical expression.

Although Jamieson tried always to provide the earliest wri$en evidence for each 
word, he did not always order his entries in strict chronological order; this would 
in any case have been impractical for a dictionary which based its evidence on 
both wri$en and unwri$en sources. In the example quoted above, the second 
quotation from Forbes predates the %rst one from Fergusson, as in this case 
Jamieson has ordered them alphabetically by the spelling of the headword 
form. Jamieson was also less interested in pronunciation than in other aspects 
of a word’s history or usage, so that relatively few entries include any note on 
contemporary Scots pronunciation, although there are sca$ered comments, as 
in the entry for &'()*+,-., which Jamieson notes is pronounced goudspink. 

Jamieson’s insistence on including Scots words ‘on the authority of the nation 
at large’ rather than relying on purely wri$en evidence laid him open to error, 
and a number of entries in the Dictionary have been regarded by later editors 
as spurious or dubious. Yet by preserving so much spoken Scots at a time of 
increasing erosion of the language, his Dictionary became an invaluable source 
for later linguists as well as a rich resource for creative writers. /e Dictionary and 
Supplement are cited in over 0,111 entries in the SND, and o2en Jamieson’s text is 
the %rst evidence available of the existence of a Scots word or phrase. Examples 
of Scots words %rst found in Jamieson are jab, pernicketie, plowter and wheech, as 
well as words which later entered English usage, such as nugget and slithery.

Unlike most dictionaries of its day, Jamieson’s Dictionary also includes a 
substantial amount of encyclopedic information relating to Sco$ish customs and 
folklore. /e longest entry in the Dictionary is that for Y3(4, which runs to twelve 
columns of text and includes detailed descriptions of Sco$ish Yuletide customs, 
all referenced in Jamiesonian style by quotations from historical sources. /e 
antiquarian style of this and similar entries may be seen from the following 
extract from the entry for (5.-67,. (‘the watching of a dead body during night’):

/is ancient custom most probably originated from a silly super-
stition, with respect to the danger of a corpse being carried o8 
by some of the agents of the invisible world, or exposed to the 
ominous liberties of brute animals. But, in itself, it is certainly a 
decent and proper one; because of the possibility of the person, 
considered as dead, being only in a swoon. Whatever was the 
original design, the lik-wake seems to have very early degenerated 
into a scene of festivity extremely incongruous to the melancholy 
occasion.
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Jamieson’s views on the Norse origins of Scots coloured many of his etymolo-
gies. Although many of his speculations were overturned by later philological 
 scholarship, his empirical methods, in seeking cognate forms across related 
languages, anticipated the methods of comparative linguists later in the nine  -
teenth century. His scrupulous care in tracing and referencing sources, and 
his determination to include all available wri#en sources, marked the begin-
ning of what would come to be called lexicography on historical principles. In 
the mid-nineteenth century, before the advent of the New English Dictionary, 
 Jamieson’s methods were recognised as being so far in advance of current English 
dictionaries that a contemporary source lamented that ‘the only good English 
Dictionary we possess is Dr Jamieson’s Sco#ish one’."$

!e Abridgement and Supplement

In the years immediately following the publication of the Dictionary, Jamieson 
began work on a supplementary volume. Initially, he planned this as a single 
volume which could be produced in a few years. In fact it took him eleven years 
and the Supplement eventually matched the original Dictionary in size, being 
published in a further two quarto volumes in %&"$. During this period, Jamieson 
su'ered a series of family tragedies. Two of his elder sons died in India in the 
space of a year, and he lost several of his younger children. In %&%(, he wrote 
poignantly to a friend that he had ‘now nine children in the grave’."( He was also 
su'ering from increasing bouts of ill-health, which le) him at times ‘very li#le 
capable of literary labour’."! 

Another reason for the delay was that Jamieson’s energies were diverted 
into producing an abridged edition of the Dictionary, which was published in 
%&%&. Partly, the Abridgement aimed to ful*l the demand for copies of the full 
Dictionary, which were now scarce and sold at a premium by booksellers; but it 
was also published in order to preserve Jamieson’s intellectual property. Shortly 
a)er the Dictionary was published, Jamieson heard that an Edinburgh bookseller 
was planning to sell a pocket Scots dictionary which had been abridged from his 
work. Fearing the appearance of a pirated edition, Jamieson set about compiling 
his own Abridgement, basing his methodology on Johnson’s similar scheme. He 
included most of the headwords from the main Dictionary, with shortened de*ni-
tions and etymologies, but gave only authors’ names as authorities, rather than 
full citations from literary works. +e abridged entry for ,-./0, for example, 
condenses Jamieson’s original de*nition of sense % (‘Sober, sedate, not light or 
frivolous, applied both to persons and things’) to a single word, and omits the 
original quotations from Ramsay and Burns, retaining only the references to 
both authors:
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DOUCE, DOUSE, adj. #. Sedate, S. 
           Ramsay
$. Modest, opposed to wantonness, S.B.
". Of a respectable character, S. Burns.
Fr. doux, douce, mild, gentle.

Jamieson completed his Abridgement in just six months, from starting work in 
December #%#! to publication in June #%#%. &is time he was working to a tight 
schedule, having sold the publishing rights for '$(( to a partnership of Edinburgh 
booksellers. Yet despite the speed of its production, the Abridgement was far 
more than a simple condensation of the Dictionary, and showed how Jamieson 
was keen to re)ect the contemporary literary scene. &e publication of Waverley 
in #%#* had encouraged a wave of new literary works, incorporating Scots in 
prose as well as poetry, especially in dialogue, and Jamieson took the oppor-
tunity to cite literary examples of Scots usage which had been published since 
the appearance of the Dictionary. For example, the Abridgement includes new 
senses of +,--,., +,./0,12 and 3.+4, which Jamieson had found in Sco5’s 
recent novels. &ere were also new references to the works of James Hogg, and 
to Elizabeth Hamilton’s popular satire, !e Co"agers of Glenburnie, which had 
been published in the same year as the Dictionary. More copies were printed of 
the Abridgement than of the original Dictionary (#,6(( of the former, compared 
to #,((( of the larger work) and priced at only #* shillings, it sold well from the 
outset. It was the 7rst of several abridged editions which did much to popularise 
Jamieson’s work throughout the nineteenth and well into the twentieth century. 

&e ‘pirate’ dictionary which had prompted Jamieson to issue the Abridgement 
was published in the same year, and it was soon evident that it was an original 
work which bear li5le resemblance to Jamieson’s text. A Dictionary of the Sco"ish 
Language; Containing an Explanation of the Words Used by the Most Celebrated 
Ancient and Modern Sco"ish Authors had been compiled by the Paisley-born 
poet, Ebenezer Picken, who had died in poverty in #%#8. With around 6,((( 
headwords, it was based on the earlier glossary which Picken had appended to 
his own volume of Scots poetry, and was published posthumously by Picken’s 
publisher, James Sawers. Far from pirating Jamieson, Picken included a gracious 
acknowledgement of the work of his fellow lexicographer, ‘who, with steady 
ardour, and indefatigable industry, has brought to completion an undertaking, 
the utility of which can only be estimated by philological students—its labour 
by those who have engaged in similar pursuits’,$! and Jamieson found valuable 
material in Picken’s work for his compilation of the Supplement a few years later. 

Once the Abridgement was published, Jamieson resumed work on the 
planned supplementary volume to the full Dictionary. A9er the 7nancial strains 
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of the Dictionary project, he was loath to #nance another lengthy publication 
and once again entered into an agreement with an Edinburgh bookseller. $e 
Supplement was eventually published by William and Charles Tait, who paid 
Jamieson £700 for the rights to publish a ‘third volume’ to his Dictionary. Over 
the next six years, Jamieson substantially increased his reading programme to 
take account of the recent explosion in Sco'ish literary publishing. As he noted 
in the 1825 Preface:

As the revival of a taste for the ancient language of our country 
has, since the appearance of the former volumes of this work, 
been remarkably displayed in many works of imagination, some of 
them of the highest character in this line of writing; I have availed 
myself of the vast variety of national or provincial words abounding 
in them, with which I was formerly unacquainted, and of many 
additional senses or illustrations of the words contained in the 
DICTIONARY. (p. vi)

Jamieson’s reading list for the Supplement included nearly 100 original works 
published between 1808 and 1825, and covered works by major nineteenth-
century Sco'ish authors such as John Galt, James Hogg, Susan Ferrier,  Christian 
Johnstone, and of course Sco', whose novels are still cited anonymously in 
the Supplement. As well as seeking new headwords, Jamieson used his reading 
programme to update and augment his original Dictionary entries. Keen to 
re,ect current literary trends, he added many new illustrative quotations. $e 
Supplement entry for brander, for example, does not provide any new informa-
tion or additional senses for the verb, but it does append two new quotations 
from Sco'’s recent #ction:

To Brander, v.a. To broil on a gridiron.] Add; 
“But now, Janet, canna ye gie us something for supper?’ ‘Ou ay, 
sir, I’ll brander the moor-fowl that John Heather-blu'er brought 
in this morning.” Waverley, iii. 236.
  It is also used as a neut. v.
“$an for dinner—there’s no muckle le6 on the spule-bane; 
it will brander though—it will brander very weel.” Bride of 
Lammermoor, ii. 72.

Jamieson also continued the coverage of Sco'ish newspapers which had been 
such an innovative feature of the Dictionary, and increased his coverage of literary 
periodicals, such as the new Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine, which had begun 
publication in 1817 and had serialised works such as Galt’s "e Ayrshire Legatees, 
which is cited in the Supplement from its publication in Blackwood’s. As well as 
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covering new Sco#ish literature, Jamieson took advantage of a number of refer-
ence sources which had been published, or made available to him, since publica-
tion of the Dictionary. $e most important of these was John Mactaggart’s Sco!ish 
Gallovidian Encyclopedia of %&'( (see Chapter (). Although the Supplement was 
well into production by %&'(, Jamieson found a considerable amount of new and 
valuable material in the Encyclopedia, and eventually managed to squeeze in over 
&)) citations from Mactaggart’s work – although only from the le#er G onwards, 
as the earlier le#ers of the Supplement had already been printed by this stage. 
Jamieson had already explored the available manuscript sources of Older Scots 
for the Dictionary; but there were occasional new manuscripts which came to his 
a#ention. In particular, the Supplement refers to a seventeenth-century glossary 
of ‘Norish words’ from the Northern Isles, which Jamieson saw in manuscript. 
In the hand of Sir Robert Sibbald, it is the original of the glossary which was 
published anonymously in James Wallace’s Description of the Isles of Orkney 
in %*+,, and is thus the earliest surviving example of a Scots dialect glossary.'& 
Jamieson transcribed his information directly from the original manuscript, 
which was still in his possession on his death in %&,&. 

Several of the methods which Jamieson adopted now seem familiar, but they 
were far from standard practice for dictionary-makers at the time. One of these 
was the use he made of voluntary contributors. A-er the publication of the 
Dictionary, Jamieson became without competition a kind of National Lexicog-
rapher and was inundated with contributions from antiquaries, historians, 
and ballad collectors, who sent him Scots words and usages which had been 
omi#ed from the %&)& Dictionary. Although he did not have the resources to 
employ a network of assistants or .eldworkers, Jamieson still managed to recruit 
a remarkable team of specialist consultants. He was able, for example, to call 
on the expertise of those who were then editing the records of the old Sco#ish 
parliament, so that his citations and de.nitions were synchronised with that 
ongoing project. He asked Patrick Neill, the secretary to the Royal Caledonian 
Society, to vet his entries on Sco#ish /ora and fauna; and asked contemporary 
authors such as Sco# and Hogg about words that occurred in their poetry and 
.ction. He was also fortunate in a#racting the help of an indefatigable team of 
voluntary collectors, who gathered Scots (and especially dialect) terms from the 
areas where they lived or had family connections. In the Borders, he recruited 
the entire Shortreed family (to whom he was most likely introduced by Sco#), 
and sent them lists of terms he knew or suspected to be from that area. George 
Kinloch, a ballad collector whose family hailed from Aberdeenshire, provided 
Jamieson with citations from Scots ballads, as well as information on North-
Eastern Scots. Indeed, Jamieson came to rely on Kinloch as a kind of assistant 
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editor, as the printing schedule for the Supplement became increasingly urgent, 
and even delegated to him the task of compiling the Supplement bibliography. 
Other contributors, some of whom are acknowledged in the Supplement Preface, 
were Sir Alexander Boswell (the elder son of James Boswell), and the antiquary 
Charles Kirkpatrick Sharpe. However, the most proli#c of Jamieson’s collectors 
was Sir Robert Liston. Liston was a British diplomat who had grown up on a farm 
in Kirkliston, near Edinburgh. During his time in Constantinople, he whiled 
away his leisure hours by recollecting the Scots words of his youth and noting 
them down for Jamieson. His personal copy of the Dictionary survives and is 
annotated with notes on nineteenth-century Scots usage, over two hundred of 
which Jamieson used for the Supplement. Many of Liston’s suggestions relate to 
agricultural terms, such as aweband (‘a band for tying black ca$le to the stake’) 
and cavings (‘the short broken straw from which the grain has been separated’), 
but he also provided Jamieson with lively usage examples, such as (for bubble), 
‘)ere is a great bubble at your nose. Dight the bubbles frae your nose, wean.’

When a word was contributed by a trusted source, such as Kinloch, Liston, or 
Sco$, Jamieson o*en used the original de#nition verbatim, so that the wording 
of some of the Supplement de#nitions is not originally Jamieson’s, although he 
gave it his editorial approval. For example, the Supplement entry for wratwel 
is de#ned in words which were dra*ed by Robert Liston, and the de#nition of 
contirmont is in the words of Walter Sco$:

W4TWEL, Vratwell, s. A small narrow slip of skin, that rises up 
on the side of the #nger, near the nail, and becomes troublesome, 
sometimes in6aming, S. V. Wartweil.
CONTIRMONT, adv. )e contrary way.] 
Give, as de#nition, Against the hill, upwards. 
)e term is metaphorically applied to any thing that is contrary to 
nature or the course of things.

Sco$ contributed substantially to the content of the Supplement. Jamieson 
warmly acknowledged his friend’s assistance in the 1825 Preface, and he openly 
quotes a number of his comments in the text, as in the entry for gumption 
below, although he also silently incorporated suggestions from Sco$ in other 
entries. Sco$’s personal copy of the 1808 Dictionary survives in his library at 
Abbotsford and includes numerous annotations in his hand, many of which 
were used by Jamieson in preparing the Supplement:30

GUMPTION, s. Common sense, understanding, S.] Add; 
 In a note on this article, Sir W. Sco$ remarks, that “painters call
 their art of preparing colours their gumption.”
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A"er the publication of the Supplement, Jamieson continued to gather material 
until his death in #$%$, eventually &lling three manuscript volumes of unpub-
lished Additions. Although these were not published in any subsequent editions 
of the Dictionary, they were consulted by the editors of the SND and found to 
contain much valuable material. In particular, Jamieson had been gathering 
dialect terms from Shetland and Orkney, and his Additions include terms sent 
to him by new collectors, such as 'omas Barclay, a minister in Lerwick, who 
would later also act as a consultant for 'omas Edmondston (see Chapter (). 
'e Additions volumes also show how Jamieson continued to collect citations 
from recent Sco)ish literature, such as the later novels of Sco) and Hogg. As in 
the Supplement, there is also a healthy representation of the works of Sco)ish 
women authors, such as Christian Johnstone and Susan Ferrier. 

Jamieson’s grave in St Cuthbert’s, Edinburgh. 'e inscription reads: ‘Here lie the 
mortal remains of the Rev. John Jamieson, D.D. who rendered invaluable service 
to his fellow men by his important labours not only as a faithful minister of Christ 
but also as a learned theologian, a profound philologist and lexicographer, and an 
assiduous investigator of the antiquities of his country. He was born at Glasgow on 
the %d of March #!*+, and died at Edinburgh on the #,th of July #$%$, in the !+th year 
of his age.’ 'e photograph was taken on the ,*-th anniversary of Jamieson’s birth.
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!e Posthumous Jamiesons

Two new and complete editions of Jamieson’s Dictionary and Supplement were 
produced before the end of the nineteenth century. #e $rst of these was 
published by William Tait, who had previously published the 1825 Supplement. 
Tait had made a heavy loss on the Supplement, which had been published just 
before the $nancial crash of 1825–6. A)er Jamieson’s death, he still had 350 copies 
(almost half the original print run) le) in his warehouse, and he hoped to dispose 
of these by packaging them into a new, four-volume edition. For this, he enlisted 
the help of John Johstone (co-editor of Tait’s Magazine with his wife, the novelist 
Christian Johnstone). Johnstone quickly put together a reissue of the original 
Dictionary text, interspersed with cross-references to the Supplement, which was 
issued as the $rst two volumes of the new edition; the third and fourth volumes 
were made up from le)over copies of the original Supplement. As Johnstone 
explained in his Preface: 

In  this improved Edition of Jamieson’s Dictionary, all the additional words in 
the Supplement are incorporated in alphabetical order, and the most popular 
meaning of each word is brie-y given. #e text has also been carefully revised and 
corrected, according to Dr. Jamieson’s own directions, where the limited space 
would allow this to be done. Where it could not be done, the reader is referred to 
the Supplement, for the correction, or for additional information.31 

For example, in the following entries in his new Dictionary text, Johnstone added 
the abbreviation ‘S’ to indicate that there was further infomation (including more 
detailed de$nitions and illustrative quotations) available in the corresponding 
entries in the Supplement:

Brosie, Brosy, adj. Semi--uid; so), inactive; be-
daubed with brose or porridge.  S.
Brosy-faced, adv. Having a fat and -accid face.  S.
Brosilie, adv. In an inactive manner.  S.

#is second edition of ‘Jamieson’ appeared in 1840–1. In fact, Tait had  originally 
planned to include Jamieson’s unpublished Additions as a $)h volume, but this 
scheme was never realised. As a preface to the second edition, Tait included 
a shortened version of the biography of Jamieson which appeared in Tait’s 
Magazine in August 1841, and which was most likely wri:en by Christian 
Johnstone, who wrote much of the literary content of the magazine.

A few years later, Tait again engaged Johnstone to produce a new edition 
of Jamieson’s Abridgement, which had never been updated or reissued since its 
publication in 1818. #is second edition of the Abridgement was published in 
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#$%&. It combined concise versions of Jamieson’s Supplement entries with the text 
of the #$#$ Abridgement, and was therefore far more integrated than Johnstone’s 
earlier edition of the full Dictionary. In #$&!, a third edition of the abridged 
Jamieson appeared, this time edited by Dr John Longmuir, a Free Kirk minister 
from Kincardineshire. Longmuir revised a few of Johnstone’s entries from 
the previous edition, and also substantially increased the text by adding over 
&'' new words, gathered through his own research and from a few voluntary 
contributors. He also included an appendix of words from Shetland and Orkney, 
gleaned from the recently published Etymological Glossary of the Shetland and 
Orkney Dialect by (omas Edmondston (see Chapter %).

Following his work on the third Abridgement, Longmuir was asked by a 
Paisley publisher, Alexander Gardner, to prepare a new edition of the unabridged 
Dictionary, which this time would fully incorporate the text of the #$)* Supple-
ment. (is third edition of Jamieson’s Dictionary was eventually published in four 
volumes between #$!" and #$$). Although it was begun by Longmuir, most of 
the text was edited by David Donaldson, who was engaged to assist Longmuir 
when failing health forced the la+er to retire. Donaldson added so much new 
material (mainly drawn from Older Scots literary texts) that a supplementary 
volume was issued in #$$!, making a ,-h and ,nal volume to the third edition. 

Despite its inclusion of new material from recent publications of the Sco+ish 
Text Society, Donaldson’s edition was viewed by some as behind the times. (e 
third edition made some minor revisions to Jamieson, and corrected obvious 
errors, but did not substantially overhaul his original entries, some of which were 
now almost eighty years old. Jamieson’s text, which had seemed so innovative 
and contemporary in #$'$ and #$)*, was beginning to look out of step with newer 
lexicographic projects such as Murray’s New English Dictionary in Oxford (see 
Chapter #'). Soon there were calls for a Scots dictionary to supersede, rather 
than simply revamp, Jamieson. One abortive project was started by James Taylor, 
a former secretary to the Board of Education for Scotland, who advertised his 
plan for a ‘new and complete Etymological Dictionary of the Sco+ish Language’ 
in #$!$. Taylor projected a three-volume work and enlisted the help of fellow 
philologists in his scheme, but his dictionary never got beyond the planning 
stage. It was not until the advent of the SND and DOST that any real alternative 
arose to Jamieson as a historical dictionary of Scots, although the New English 
Dictionary did include a substantial amount of Scots and incor porated and 
updated some of Jamieson’s material. 

Although linguists were frustrated by the lack of an alternative to Jamieson, 
the early twentieth century saw a new generation of writers in Scots who began to 
mine the Dictionary for creative inspiration. For the poets of the twentieth-century 
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Sco#ish Renaissance, such as Hugh MacDiarmid, who were writing as work was 
just beginning on the SND and DOST, Jamieson remained the standard reference 
source for Scots.$% Douglas Young later encapsulated the richness of Jamieson as 
a creative source by describing the Dictionary as ‘a kist o ferlies’.$& 'e abridged 
editions of the Dictionary were especially useful in providing an a(ordable Scots 
dictionary that covered both modern and earlier forms of the language. At the 
turn of the century, Alexander Paisley commissioned William Metcalfe, a scholar 
of Older Scots, to produce a new edition of Jamieson’s Abridgement. Metcalfe had 
previously published an edition of the Legends of the Saints for the Sco#ish Text 
Society, and he added substantial amounts of new material from his research on 
Older Scots.$$ 'is )nal edition of the abridged Jamieson was published in %*%", 
and appeared in a )nal reissue in %*&+, just four years before the )rst part of the 
SND was published. 

Besides these major revisions and abridgements to Jamieson, a number 
of authors published smaller lists intended to supplement Jamieson’s text. 
One of these, compiled by J. Montgomery-Fleming, )rst appeared as a series 
of columns in the Glasgow Herald, which were later published together as 
 Desultory Notes on Jamieson’s Dictionary in %!**.Dr Andrew Crawfurd, a physi-
cian and ballad collector from Lochwinnoch, compiled an extensive ‘Eik to Dr. 
Jamieson’s Sco#ish Dictionary’ in the %!&"s, but his work was never printed, 
although the manuscript was bought by Blackie and considered for publica-
tion. His manuscript, now in the National Library of Scotland, was subsequently 
consulted by the editors of the SND and is cited in that work.

Other Nineteenth-Century Scots Dictionaries
Although there were no rivals to the full editions of Jamieson until the twentieth 
century, a few publishers saw a potential market for smaller, pocket Scots 
dictionaries to compete with the abridged editions of Jamieson. Picken’s pocket 
dictionary, )rst published in %!%! (see above), continued to sell for several years, 
and came out in a )nal, fourth edition in %!&+. In the same year, an Edinburgh 
bookseller published an anonymous Dictionary of the Sco!ish Language; Founded 
upon that of John Jamieson. 'e title is misleading, as this dictionary was not in 
fact based on Jamieson’s work, but was a straight reprint of Picken. However, 
in the mid-nineteenth century, two works appeared which drew almost all of 
their content directly from Jamieson. Captain 'omas Brown’s Dictionary of the 
Sco!ish Language, published in %!,-, was aimed at markets outwith Scotland and 
promoted itself as a ‘useful reference to persons who are perusing the writings 
of Burns, Ramsay, and Sco#, together with other authors, both ancient and 
modern’. Brown, be#er known to posterity as a naturalist than a lexicographer, 
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was originally from Perth but had se#led in Manchester as Curator of the Natural 
History Museum. He had previously been commissioned by a Manchester 
publisher to compile a glossary for Wilson’s Tales of the Borders. By this date, 
Jamieson’s original Abridgement was out of print, and for a short while (until 
the publication of the second abridged Jamieson the following year), Brown’s 
work was the only available concise dictionary of Scots. Almost all the entries 
in Brown’s dictionary are li$ed directly from Jamieson’s "!"! Abridgement (as 
were those in his earlier glossary for Wilson’s Tales), although some de%nitions 
have been condensed, and in some the wording is slightly altered. In de%ning the 
phrase, to gae backlins, for example, Jamieson’s original de%nition (‘to go with the 
face turned opposite to the course one takes’) becomes ‘to walk backwards like 
a rope-maker’. &ere is also a sca#ering of original entries, as for example D'()* 
(‘a precipitous cle$ in a mountain’), which Brown had included in his glossary to 
Wilson’s Tales. Brown’s dictionary omits Jamieson’s references to literary sources, 
as well as his regional labels, making it unclear which of his headwords were in 
widespread or current use. Compare, for example, his entry for +,-./ with 
Jamieson’s original, in which the regional distribution of the senses is speci%ed:

D,-./, adj. ". Pe#ish, S.  Sir J. Sinclair.
0. Saucy, malapert, S. 
1. Applied to a female who is saucy to 
her suitors, S.  Ramsay.
2. Applied to plants, when di3cult to
 rear, S.B.   Gael. dorrda, austere. ( Jamieson "!"!)

DORTY, adj. ". Pe#ish.
0. Saucy. 
1. Applied to females who are saucy to their lovers.
2. When 4owers or plants are di3cult to rear they are 
said to be Dorty.  (Brown "!25)

Shortly before Brown’s dictionary was published, plans were begun for a new 
and original Scots dictionary to be compiled by the North-East poet and ballad 
collector Peter Buchan and published by Glasgow University Press. Buchan 
(who was then living in Glasgow), progressed far enough in his project to 
produce some sample entries, but his dictionary was never published. As was 
so o$en the case with Scots dictionaries, the appearance of a rival publication 
(either Brown’s or the second abridged Jamieson) may well have dampened the 
 publisher’s enthusiasm. 

As the century progressed, more Scots dictionaries were published to cater 
to the growing tourist market and interest in Sco#ish culture sparked by the 
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works of Sir Walter Sco#. $e Handbook of the Sco!ish Language, published in 
%!&! under the pseudonym of ‘Cleishbotham the Younger’ (itself an allusion 
to one of Sco#’s 'ctional characters), was aimed at the non-Sco#ish reader 
and announced its intention to ‘make familiar to the English scholar or the 
tourist the nervous force and clearness of the Sco#ish language’.Although the 
Handbook derived most of its headwords and de'nitions from Jamieson, it also 
drew a number of entries from Picken’s pocket dictionary. $e Handbook had an 
unexpectedly long life, as it was reissued as a pocket Scots dictionary, under the 
new title of "e Old Scots Tongue, in %()&. 

$e growing European interest in Sco#ish culture, fanned by the popularity of 
Sco#’s work on the Continent, also led to the publication of the 'rst ‘European’ 
Scots dictionary. In %!"*, Robert Motherby, a Scotsman working as a language 
teacher in Königsberg, published his Taschen-Wörterbuch des Scho!ischen 
Dialekts, or, Pocket Dictionary of the Sco!ish Idiom, which claimed on its title 
page to be ‘chie+y calculated to promote the understanding of the works of Sir 
Walter Sco#, Rob. Burns, Allan Ramsay &c’. Motherby de'ned his headwords in 
English, but also provided equivalents in German, and his dictionary is therefore 
the 'rst published work to gloss Scots words in a language other than English 
or Latin. His entry for neb, for example, gives as a de'nition: ‘the nose, the bill 
of a bird, the point of any thing, die Nase, der Schnabel, die Spike’. Being mainly 
interested in modern, literary Scots, Motherby based most of his headwords 
and de'nitions on Picken, rather than on Jamieson’s abridged edition, and also 
drew material from Ramsay’s and Burns’ poetic glossaries; he may also have 
been wary of basing his work too closely on Jamieson during the la#er’s lifetime. 
Motherby’s dictionary also included a selection of proper nouns which feature 
in Sco#ish literature, such as Arthur’s Seat and Holyrood-house, and an appendix 
on Sco#ish customs. It was successful enough to run to a second edition, which 
was published in %!"!.

Towards the end of the century, Charles Mackay’s Dictionary of Lowland 
Scotch, published in %!!!, may be described as the 'rst post-Jamieson dictionary 
of Scots. Although he makes frequent references to Jamieson’s work, Mackay’s 
entries are original, and he is careful to cite (and at times take issue with) 
Jamieson, rather than simply plagiarise or supplement his text. Like Brown and 
‘Cleishbotham’, Mackay aimed his text at the English reader of Sco#ish litera-
ture. Published by Whi#akers in London, his dictionary sought to be ‘a guide to 
the be#er comprehension by English readers of the immortal works of Robert 
Burns and Walter Sco#, and of the beautiful Sco#ish poetry to be found in the 
ancient and modern ballads and songs of the “North Countrie”’. A Gaelic scholar 
who had previously published "e Gaelic Etymology of the Languages of Western 
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Europe, Mackay was also an enthusiast for Scots, and opened his dictionary with 
the following denunciation of current prejudices: ‘#e Sco$ish language? Yes, 
most decidedly a language! and not a dialect, as many English people believe.’ 
Mackay’s entry style is surprisingly discursive for a small dictionary, and in fact 
most of the content is taken from an earlier book, !e Poetry and Humour of the 
Sco"ish Language, which Mackay had published in %!!&. #e headword count 
of his dictionary (just under %,'(( entries) is consequently quite modest; but 
several of his entries include etymological notes, and he also provides illustrative 
quotations from authors such as Burns and Ramsay, and from some more recent 
works such as !e Laird of Logan. Mackay’s work has the feel of a literary guide 
or compendium. He supplements his dictionary entries with a lengthy intro-
duction on ‘#e Sco$ish Language and its Literary History’, and provides an 
appendix of Sco$ish proverbs (based on the much earlier list compiled by Allan 
Ramsay), and a list of major Sco$ish writers, among whom he lists Jamieson. 

Glossaries to literary texts continued to be produced throughout the 
nineteenth century, especially for new works whose content may not have 
been captured by either the full or abridged editions of Jamieson. An impor-
tant example was the glossary published in the )rst edition of Walter Sco$’s 
!e Antiquary in %!%*.+( Wri$en by Sco$ himself, the glossary covered the 
Scots vocabulary of the )rst three Waverley novels – Waverley, Guy Mannering 
and !e Antiquary – which had been published since %!%+. Sco$ was careful to 
point out to his readers that his glossary was not intended as a dictionary, and 
to refer them to Jamieson for further information on particular Scots words, 
noting, for example, that ‘the word C,--., according to Dr Jamieson, is used 
in no fewer than eighteen di/erent senses; but, in the following Glossary, we 
have only ascribed to it four’. His entries are refreshingly concise and accurate 
(‘Misguggled. Injudiciously treated’), although occasionally he allowed himself a 
longer discussion, as in the entry for Wear the jacket, which describes an obsolete 
hunting custom, and many (including the la$er) were quoted by Jamieson in his 
turn when he came to compile the %!&' Supplement. Sco$ also included some 
proverbial expressions in his glossary, such as let that #ee stick i’ the wa’ and He 
has nae the sense to ca’ the cows out o’ a kailyard, de)ned as ‘signifying that degree 
of incapacity which un)ts a man for the easiest o0ces of life’. A1er %!%!, of course, 
Sco$’s readers could )nd explanations of his Scots words in either Jamieson’s 
Abridgement or later in the full Supplement.

Jamieson in the Twenty-First Century
Although Jamieson has now been superseded as the standard reference source 
for Scots, his Dictionary continues to be relevant. In &((!, for the bicentenary of 
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its publication, the complete text of Jamieson’s Dictionary, including his original 
‘Dissertation’, was digitised and published online (at www.scotsdictionary.com), 
making his work freely available to a new generation of users. #is new resource, 
combined with the ongoing digitisation of the $!%& Supplement, is providing new 
ways to access the information in Jamieson’s text."$ In particular, the frustrations 
of earlier users at Jamieson’s lack of cross-references can now be set aside through 
the bene'ts of electronic searching. In the twenty-'rst century, lexicographers 
are still 'nding valuable information in this key nineteenth-century work. 
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Scots with few or no markedly local features, until the distinctive dialect re-emerged late in the 
century in the energetic hands of, among others, William Alexander and Charles Murray.

 $$ %e full title of this edition is Helenore, or the Fortunate Shepherdess, A Poem, in the Broad Scotch 
Dialect; by Alexander Ross, A.M. Schoolmaster at Lochlee. To Which are Added Songs, by the Same 
Author, and a Glossary. !e Second Edition, Carefully Corrected.

 $! %e phrase actually occurs not in any of Ross’ own poems but in James Bea&ie’s introductory 
verses, which appear for the 'rst time in this second edition.

 $( De'nitions as in the Kilmarnock edition; the Edinburgh ones are given only if substantially 
di)erent.

 $* Cf. in the second stanza of Shirrefs’ ‘Invocation to Allan Ramsay’ the rhyme sequence ‘abuse 
it + refuse it + use it + tease it’ (Andrew Shirrefs ($,"-) Poems, Chie"y in the Sco#ish Dialect, 
Edinburgh: privately printed).

 $. I will leave this almost entirely out of the discussion. Predictably, the historical and philolog-
ical arguments put forward contain hardly a single statement or postulate to which modern 
scholarship lends any credence; and the concluding section in which he discusses the metrical 
practices of early poets, though showing some insights, is not to our present purpose.

 $# Sibbald, Chronicle of Sco#ish Poetry, vol. IV, xlv. A lesser degree of contempt for the spoken 
language of his own day might have saved him from such egregious errors as Awmous ‘a fur cap. 
O.Fr. from Teut. muts’ (recte, of course, ‘alms, a charitable gi/’).

 $, Sibbald, Chronicle of Sco#ish Poetry, vol. *, lxii.
 $0 John Mactaggart ($0!*), Sco#ish Gallovidian Encyclopedia, original edn. ($0!*) London: 

printed for the author; reprinted ($"0$) Strath Tay, Perthshire: Clunie Press, !,(–*. For further 
discussion of Mactaggart’s Encyclopedia, see Chapter *. 

 $" For more detailed discussion see J. Derrick McClure ($""!), ‘What, if anything, is a Sco&i-
cism?’, in S.J. Bronner (ed.), Creativity and Tradition in Folklore: New Directions, Utah: State 
University Press, !-.–!$.

Chapter !
 $ ‘%esaurus Paleo-Scoticus’, published in Auntran Blads ($"*().
 ! George Watson ($"$#) ‘%e Story of Sco&ish Dictionary-making’, Transactions of the Hawick 

Archaeological Society, pp. ,–$!; p. $$. 
 ( %e following chapter condenses the information in my book Jamieson’s Dictionary of Scots: !e 

Story of the First Historical Dictionary of the Scots Language, Oxford: OUP, !-$!, which provides 
further details on the background, content, and publication history of Jamieson’s work. 

 * Frederick A. Po&le (ed.) ($".!) Boswell in Holland, $%&'–$%&(, London: Heinemann, p. $#$.
 . %e surviving manuscript materials of Boswell’s dictionary have only recently been rediscov-

ered: see Susan Rennie (!-$$) ‘Boswell’s Sco&ish Dictionary Rediscovered’, Dictionaries, (!, pp. 
"*–$$- and the Boswell’s Sco&ish Dictionary website at <h&p://boswellian.com>. 

 # Hailes compiled this work several years a/er his edition of the Bannatyne poems (see Chapter 
!). For further discussion, see Rennie, Jamieson, Dictionary of Scots, pp. *-–$.

 , Number First of a Dictionary of the Ancient Language of Scotland, with the Etymons ($0-,) 
Edinburgh: printed by John Moir, Royal Bank Close. 

 0 Boucher died before his dictionary was 'nished, but the 'rst part was published posthumously, 
as A Supplement to Dr. Johnson’s Dictionary of the English language: or, A Glossary of Obsolete and 
Provincial Words ($0-,), Part I, London: printed for Longman, Hurst, Rees and Orme.

Notes on Chapter '
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 " $e Secession Kirk was formed a%er the &rst schism in the Church of Scotland in '#(!. For 
a full history, see John M’Kerrow (')*') History of the Secession Church, rev. edn, Glasgow: 
A.  Fullarton.

 '+ $e work in question, A Vindication of the Doctrine of Scripture, published in '#"*, was a 
 refutation of Joseph Priestley’s controversial views on the early Christian Church. 

 '' !e Sorrows of Slavery, A Poem ('#)"), London: printed for J. Murray. $e poem is reprinted in 
part in James G. Basker (!++!) Amazing Grace: An Anthology of Poems about Slavery, "##$–"%"$, 
New Haven: Yale University Press, pp. (",–*++.

 '! For further discussion of this debate, see Colin Kidd (!++!) ‘Race, $eology and Revival: Scots 
Philology and Its Contexts in the Age of Pinkerton and Jamieson’, Sco&ish Studies Review, (:!, 
pp. !+–((; Marina Dossena (!++)) ‘When Antiquarians Looked at the $istle: Late Modern 
Views of Scotland’s Linguistic Heritage’, !e Bo&le Imp, *, November, available online at: 
<h-p://www.arts.gla.ac.uk/ScotLit/ASLS/SWE/TBI>.

 '( Caledonia, or, An Account, Historical and Topographic, of North Britain: 'om the Most Ancient to 
the Present Times (')+#–!*), ( vols, London: printed for T. Cadell and W. Davies.

 '* For more on Dempster and $orkelin, see John Evans (!++.) !e Gentleman Usher: !e Life 
and Times of George Dempster ("()*–"%"%), Barnsley: Pen & Sword Military.

 '. ‘Memoir of Dr. Jamieson’ (')*'), Tait’s Edinburgh Magazine, ):"!, August, pp. .'*–!); p. .!..
 ', EUL, La.III.(#", fols ))"–"+, Le-er to $orkelin, '! Oct. '#)#. 
 '# ‘Memoir of Dr. Jamieson’, p. .!..
 ') See H.J.C. Grierson (ed.) ('"(!–#) !e Le&ers of Sir Walter Sco&, '! vols, London: Constable; 

vol. ', pp. ()–".
 '" EUL, La.III.(#", fols )"#–), Le-er to $orkelin, ') January ')+!.
 !+ See Andrew Somerville (')**) ‘Memoir of the Rev. John Jamieson, D.D.’, in John Jamieson, 

Reality of the Gracious In+uence of the Holy Spirit, Glasgow: David Robertson, pp. xiii–cii; p. 
lxxiv.

 !' EUL, La.III.(#", fols )"#–), Le-er to $orkelin, ') January ')+!.
 !! !e Bruce; and Wallace;Published 'om two Ancient Manuscripts Preserved in the Library of the 

Faculty of Advocates (')!+), ! vols, Edinburgh: printed by James Ballantyne.
 !( Dictionary (')+)), Preface, p. vii.
 !* Ibid., p. vi.
 !. Richard Garne- (')."), ‘English Lexicography’, in !e Philological Essays of the Late Rev. 

Richard Garne&, edited by his son, London: Williams and Norgate, pp. '–*+; p. ,.
 !, Bodleian, MS Douce.d.!(, fols (!–(, Le-er to Douce, ') November ')',.
 !# Bodleian, MS Douce.d.!!, fols ),–#, Le-er to Douce, '* April ')'!.
 !) A Dictionary of the Sco&ish Language; Containing an Explanation of the Words Used by the Most 

Celebrated Ancient and Modern Sco&ish Authors (')')) Edinburgh: printed for James Sawers, 
p.  vii.

 !" A Description of the Isles of Orkney; by Master James Wallace, late Minister of Kirkwall (',"() 
Edinburgh: printed by John Reid. 

 (+ For further details, and a full transcription of the annotations which Jamieson used, see Rennie, 
Jamieson’s Dictionary of Scots, Appendix C. 

 (' Dictionary (')*+–'), Advertisement.
 (! See Colin Milton ('"".–,) ‘Shibboleths of the Scots: Hugh MacDiarmid and Jamieson’s 

Etymo    logical Dictionary of the Sco&ish Language’, Sco&ish Language '*/'., pp. '–'*. 
 (( ‘$esaurus Paleo-Scoticus’, published in Auntran Blads ('"*().

Notes on Chapter )
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 $% W. M. Metcalfe (ed.) (&#"') Legends of the Saints in the Sco!ish Dialect of the Fourteenth Century, 
$ vols, Edinburgh: Sco(ish Text Society.

 $) *e glossary was appended to the third volume of "e Antiquary (&#&'), Edinburgh: printed for 
Archibald Constable.

 $' See Susan Rennie (!++#) ‘*e Electronic Jamieson: Towards a Bicentenary Celebration’, in 
M. Mooijaart and M. van der Wal (eds) (!++#) Yesterday’s Words: Contemporary, Current and 
Future Lexicography, Newcastle: Cambridge Scholars, pp. $$$–%+.

Chapter !
 & Alexander Geddes (&,"!) ‘*ree Sco(ish Poems’, Archaeologica Scotica:Transactions of the 

Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, &, pp. %+!–'#. See also Charles Jones (&""%) ‘Alexander 
Geddes: An Eighteenth-Century Sco(ish Orthoepist and Dialectologist’, Folia Linguistica 
Historica, #, pp. ,&–#$.

 ! He is sometimes confused with *omas Edmondston, his -rst cousin and exact contemporary, 
a promising young botanist who was tragically killed at the age of twenty in an accident in 
South America during an expedition.

 $ J. Laughton Johnston (!++,) Victorians #$ Degress North: "e Story of the Edmondstons and 
Saxbys of Shetland, Lerwick: Shetland Times Ltd, pp. !!,–#.

 % Susan Rennie (!+&&) ‘Boswell’s Sco(ish Dictionary Rediscovered’, Dictionaries, $! 
 ) Jakob Jakobsen (&"$') "e Place Names of Shetland, London: David Nu(; Copenhagen: 

Vilhelm Prior; reprinted (&""$) Lerwick: Shetland Library (preface by A. Hörsbol, intro by 
J.  Fellows-Jensen).

 ' E. Brooke-Freemen (!+&+) ‘Pu(ing Jakobsen on the Map: Collecting Shetland Place Names in 
the Twenty-First Century’, in T. Sigurdardó(ir and B. Smith (eds.), Jakob Jakobsen in Shetland 
and the Faroes, Lerwick: Shetland Amenity Trust, pp. ""–&+".

 , Roy Grønneberg (&"#&) Jakobsen and Shetland, Lerwick: Shetland Publishing, p. ,&.
 # See Caroline Macafee in Corbe( et al. (eds.), "e Edinburgh Companion to Scots, Edinburgh: 

Edinburgh University Press, p. '+.
 " Available online at:<h(p://sh.shetlanddictionary.com/index.php?title=Main_Page>.
 &+ Preface, p. ix.
 && Preface, p. viii.
 &! Introduction, p. xxvii.
 &$ Preface, p. vii.
 &% NLS Acc. "%%#.$").
 &) Earlier edition (&""#) published as Spik o the Place.
 &' Not Lionel, as in the SND Bibliography.
 &, *e Necropolis is a Victorian cemetery on a hill beside Glasgow Cathedral.
 &# Reprinted (&"#&), Strath Tay: Clunie Press; (!++#) Glasgow: Grimsay Press.
 &" See also Dictionary of Canadian Biography online and J. Derrick McClure (!++%) ‘A Local 

Treasure Trove: John MacTaggart’s Sco!ish Gallovidian Encyclopedia’, Transactions of the 
Dum%iesshire and Galloway Natural History and Antiquarian Society, $rd series, ,#, pp. &$&–#.

 !+ W.A.D. Riach (&",") ‘A Dialect Study of Comparative Areas in Galloway &st Report’, Sco!ish 
Literary Journal Supplement, ", pp. &–&'; !nd Report (&"#+), &!, pp. %$–'+; $rd and Last Report 
(&"#!), Sco!ish Language, &, pp. &$–!!; (&"#%) ‘Galloway Schools Dialect Survey’ Sco!ish 
Language $, pp. %"–)".

 !& *ird series, vol. &$ (&"!)–'), along with notes on Sco(’s lecture on the dialect to the society, 

Notes on Chapter &
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